Multimedia applications will become more and more important and popular in the future networks [5]. Many multimedia applications including electronic newspaper and remote education require point to multipoint communication instead of point to point communication. The point to multipoint comniuniration is refered as multicast in this paper. The problem of multicast routing is considered as a graph theoretical optimal delivery tree problem. Several highly complex multicast routing algorithms have been proposed along these lines in recent years. These algorithms require intensive computation and message exchanges; thus they are unsuitable for practical protocol implcmciit ation. Kxisting multicast routing protocols were designed to trade optimality for time efliciency [2. 3. 61. Still, the existing protocols have either scalability or performance problems when applied in the wide area network environment [l, 41. In this paper, a hierarchical multicast routing ( I I M R ) algorithm is proposed which uses the concepts of clusters and local cores to address tlicscl problems. This algorithm is simple, yet flexible enough t o provide various routing modes to satisfy different users' delay and scalability requirements. A set of protocols is designed to implement the algorithm. These protocols (a) are independent of the underlying unicast protocol; ( b ) exhibit low complexity and good scalability; (c) provide the upper bound for the delay performance; a n d ( d ) support dynamic membership change. Through simulations, the performance of the new protocol is compared to that of existing protocols and its advantages are demonstrated.
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Introdction
Multimedia applications will become more and more important and popular in the future networks [5] . Many multimedia applications including electronic newspaper and remote education require point to multipoint communication instead of point to point communication. The point to multipoint comniuniration is refered as multicast in this paper. The problem of multicast routing is considered as a graph theoretical optimal delivery tree problem. Several highly complex multicast routing algorithms have been proposed along these lines in recent years. These algorithms require intensive computation and message exchanges; thus they are unsuitable for practical protocol implcmciit ation. Kxisting multicast routing protocols were designed to trade optimality for time efliciency [2. 3. 61. Still, the existing protocols have either scalability or performance problems when applied in the wide area network environment [l, 41. In this paper, a hierarchical multicast routing ( I I M R ) algorithm is proposed which uses the concepts of clusters and local cores to address tlicscl problems. This algorithm is simple, yet flexible enough t o provide various routing modes to satisfy different users' delay and scalability requirements. A set of protocols is designed to implement the algorithm. These protocols (a) are independent of the underlying unicast protocol; ( b ) exhibit low complexity and good scalability; (c) provide the upper bound for the delay performance; a n d ( d ) support dynamic membership change. Through simulations, the performance of the new protocol is compared to that of existing protocols and its advantages are demonstrated.
The Hierarchical Multicast Routing Algorithm
The hierarchical mu11 icast routing ( H M R ) algorithm constructs delivery trees connecting a multicast group. Mamhcr and non-niomber sources can use these trees to send multicast packets to the group. A network can bc modeled as a connected graph (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edgrs. Thc routers of the network are nodes in V and the links between routers are edges in E. We assume that each node is labeled by its IP address and each edge is bi-directional and symmetric. The delay between two nodes is defined as the number of edges, i.e., the number of hops. on t,lw path connecting the nodes. A multicast group consists of a set of destinations which may be in diffcrent routing domains. Each destination is attached to its designated router which is responsiblc for communication with other routing domains. The designated routers of these destinations are elements in the set V and we call them the members of the group. The principle of the I I M I~ algorithm can be explained as in what follows.
Given a multicast group, we decompose its members into several mutually exclusive subsets, i.e.. the intersection of any two subsets is a null set, called clusters. Basically, members 'close' to each other are assumed to be in the same cluster. Moreover, a local core is selected for each cluster among its members. We refer to the number of members in a cluster as the size of that cluster. Another important, parameter used to characterize the clusters is the order of the clusters which is the maximum delay between the local core and members of its cluster. After decomposing the multicast group into several clusters. two shortest path trees (SPT's) rooted at the local core arc established for each cluster. The first SPT, called the intra-cluster SPT, spans the members within the clustcr. 'I'hc second SPT called the inter-cluster SPT spans all the other local cores.
Procedures of the HMR Algorithm
The H M K algorithm genrrates clusters and their local cores. First, we need to determine the neighbor set for each member in the multicast group. Suppose a particular multicast group selects o as fhc order of f h e clusters. The selection of o is determined based on the multicast group's preference. The neighbor set of a member, i , is then defined as a set of all members which are less than or equal to o edges away from i. Hence, the minimum delay between i and any element in the neighbor set is less than or equal to o. We denote n.i as the neighbor set of member i. In this case. member i is called the centerof that neighbor set. After determining the neighbor set, each member i sends its neighbor set n, to all the other members in the group. Let now N be the set of all n2. Then. upon receiving N. each member can determine the clusters and local cores due to the following steps:
1. Assume the maximum size among all the neighbor sets to be smas. Select neighbor sets that have size s, , , , .
2.
If two or more neighbor sets are selected, compare the IP addresses of the centers of these neighbor sets. Select the neighbor set that has center with largest IP address.
3.
Assign the selected neighbor set to be a cluster, denoted by Ci, and the center of the neighbor set to be the local core of the cluster, denoted by c;.
4.
Remove the Iirighbor sets that have centers which belong to the cluster.
5. Remove the members of the already selected cluster from other neighbor sets.
6. Repeat the above steps until all clusters and local cores are determined.
The Hierarchical Multicast Routing Protocol
We introduce threc protocols to implement the HMR algorithm: i) the protocol for determining the neighbor sets and ii) the tree construction protocol. The three protocols are briefly explained next. In the first protocol, the group members broadcast the so-called 'probe' messages in order to dctermine their neighbor sets. The tree construction protocol are used to set up routing information at thc routers. Note that we assume that there already exist independent protocols which deal with the group initiation and multicast group address assignment. We also assume that each member in the group knows all addresses of the members in the group and the assigned group address. llowcvcr. it is not necessary for each member to know the topology of the mulitcast group. i.e., the shortest paths among members. In addition to these assumptions, the reliable transmissions of t tic-routing messages are also required.
The Protocol for Determining the Neighbor Sets
The protocol for dct crmining the neighbor sets is implemented at routers. Each member broadcasts a 'probe' message to the network with a data field, denoted by f. The initial value o f f is set to the order of the clusters, 0. The order of the clusters is pre-defined for some services, i.e., all multicast groups demand a certain service must use a pre-defined o which is selected off-line by taking into account thc network efficiency and the group's preference for this service. Or, it can be detcrmined by sonic negotiation process among group members to characterize the need, such as delay. bandwidth, and scalability, of the multicast group. In general, we would like to have a large o I O achieve better scalability. However, in some applications, the maximum delay is contrained. i.e.. it can not exceed a certain upper bound. In this case, the largest o which can satisfy the delay cont rairit might be the best choice. Note that if a multicast group chooses the single cluster topology. then instead of infinity, we assign any value which is not less than the maximum delay hetweell the nodes in the network to 0 . Upon receiving the probe message, each routcr will take four steps:
1. It checks if its a.ddress is contained in the probe message. If not, then it appends its address to the probe mcssage. Otherwise, the router ignores the probe message.'
2.
It substracts f by one.
3.
It checks if thcrc is any group member in its attached network. If yes, the router sends the probc message to the members in its attached network.
js the center of n,. Since the probe message contains the appended addresses of the intermediate routers. member i can obtain the shortest path from the probe message. Moreover, the data field j contained in the probe message can be used to calculate the minimum delay d ( i , j ) = o -f.
In conclusion. the writer of a neighbor set knows the shortest paths and the minimum delays between itself and all otlicr members in the neighbor sets. These informations will benefit the tree construction and the local core adjustment protocols later on.
The Tree Construction Protocol
This protocol provides the construction of two types of shortest path trees, the intra-cluster SPT and the inter-clustcr SPT. A n intra-cluster SPT rooted at alocal core spans all the other members in the same cluster. In the first protocol given in Section 3.1, the local core obtains the shortest paths between itself a n d all other members in the same cluster from the probe messages it receives. Therefore, the local corc can use these informations about of the shortest paths to setup routing tables at, the routcrs on t hr intra-cluster SPT. These routers, then, transmit multicast packets according to the source address contained in the headers of these packets. If the address is that of the local core, then t hc routers multicast the packets downstream t o the members in their child or attached nctworks; otherwise, the routers send the packets to the local core via the shortest path.
In other words, the routing information stored at the routers on the intra-cluster SPT is very small. For routers on the inter-cluster SPT's, explicit joining messages need to be sent among local clusters to setup the routing paths. Moreover, the clusters need to send 'refresh' messages periodically to prevent being pruned from the inter-cluster SPT's. Each local core takes two steps when it receives a muItirast packet.
1. The specific local core checks the source address of the multicast packet. If the source address is one of the other local cores, then it multicasts the packet to all members in its own cluster. If t he source address does not belong to any other local core, then it multicasts the packets to all other local cores and to all members in its own cluster.
2.
Before multicasting t,lw packet. the specific local core replaces the source address in the multicast packct by its own address.
